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SCU Fire – Henry W Coe State Park
By Patrick Goodrich
In the early morning of August 16, a massive electrical storm rumbled through the Bay Area bringing
dry lightning and a brief downpour to Coe Headquarters. Campers set out sleeping bags to dry under the
warm August sun and happily reflected on the impressive and unusual display of nature that had awoken
them. Few probably could have imagined the destruction that would follow in the storm’s wake. Numerous
lightning strikes sparked wildfires in many locations that had not burned in recent memory. Dense understory
vegetation and unfavorable weather conditions resulted in catastrophic losses, perhaps most notably in our
oldest State Park, Big Basin.
Within the Diablo Range, the Marsh Fire near Milpitas quickly spread southeast. With 100-degree
temperatures, single-digit humidity, and fanned by strong winds, it did not take long for the fire to reach the
northwest slopes of Mt. Hamilton. Meanwhile, fires in Del Puerto Canyon northeast of the park expanded out
of control and encroached upon the Orestimba Wilderness. By the afternoon of August 17, the park was closed
to the public.
In the days that followed, these two great fires would steadily converge upon one another north of the
park and were renamed the SCU (Santa Clara County Unit) Lightning Complex Fire. With resources
stretched thin battling the other wildfires in the region, it seemed as if this fire would continue to grow unchecked. As the white domes of Lick Observatory glowed orange, park staff scrambled to evacuate their homes
and worked into the early hours of the morning to rescue artifacts from the Coe Ranch and Dowdy Ranch Visitor Centers. Fire crews cleared vegetation around the buildings and prepared for structure defense.
Fortunately, weather conditions improved by the end of the first week. The wildfire, which had consumed all of Orestimba Wilderness and spread as far south as the Dowdy, was beginning to slow. More resources became available to fight the fire, including air support from a DC-10, 747 Supertanker, and Cal
Fire’s workhorse, S-2 Trackers. By the end of the second week, the fire’s expansion had largely been halted
and crews began an ambitious plan to back-burn to reduce fuel load and contain the fire. Firing operations
continued for several days. The evacuation order was lifted on September 2, and relieved park employees and
families returned to their homes.
At the time this is being written, the SCU Complex Fire has burned 396,624 acres and is the third
largest wildfire in California history—a dubious record that may already have been surpassed by other fires
in the state still ablaze. Nearly 56,000 acres of Coe burned (roughly 2/3 of the park), making it the largest fire
in the park’s history. It essentially burned over the same areas as its 2007 predecessor, the 47,000-acre Lick
Fire. While there were some unrecoverable losses, overall the fire was good for the park. Fire is a normal part
of a healthy ecosystem. Though the hills may be scorched and scarred, nature will renew.
The report and images of the fire that follow are courtesy of the natural resources and maintenance
staff of Diablo Range District. We wish to thank them for providing this information that we may share it with
you. On behalf of the park and the Pine Ridge Association, we at The Ponderosa would also like to extend our
heartfelt gratitude to Cal Fire and all cooperating fire agencies for their efforts bringing the SCU Lightning
Complex Fire under control.
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SCU Fire - Henry Coe State Park
Fire Pictures and Initial Natural Resource Assessment 9/11/20
By Wes Gray, Natural Resource Manager, California State Parks,
Diablo Range District
The SCU fire was started by lighting, a natural ignition source and burned over 55,000 acres of Henry Coe
State Park. While the loss of structures and the human cost of fires is unfortunate, the landscape at Coe is
built to burn. The more often it happens, the less likely a catastrophic fire will occur. The majority of this fire
at Henry Coe burned at a low intensity, primarily consuming grass and brush, while not torching the canopies
of trees. There were some sections where the topography increased the fire behavior and a higher percent of
the vegetation burned, including oaks and pines. Overall this burn was good for the ecology of Coe, it burned
very similar to how a planned prescribed burn would. There was a lot of consumption of downed trees and other fuel loads while not burning so hot as to damage seed banks or consume old heritage trees. Many of the
hillsides burned in a perfect mosaic pattern leaving green unburnt vegetation. This will provide refuge for
wildlife and lead to an increased diversity in plant age class over time. Increased erosion after this fire is unlikely, and the next spring should be a banner year for wildflowers.

Willow Ridge area – Overall this area burned hot but still left some chaparral unburnt
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Nearly 100% of the vegetation burned on this part of Willow Ridge but this is natural and will grow back

Low intensity burning, leaving a perfect mosaic pattern of vegetation - Kaiser/County line area
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Another example of low intensity burning – County Line Road

The fire just stopped burning in the middle of this dense vegetation area –County Line Road
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Understory consumed but leaving the trees intact – Kaiser Aetna Road

Some higher intensity burning on County Line Road but many of these species will re-sprout from their
unburnt root systems
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Paradise Flat airstrip - grassy field carried low intensity fire

Paradise Lake – very little water left after the dam failed in 2017
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Burned failed dam at Paradise Lake
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…
Ponderosa Pines on Blue Ridge – the clearing of brush and low intensity backfiring off of Blue Ridge
should provide resource benefits to the Ponderosa Pine populations in this area. No mature Ponderosa appeared to have burned. The reduced competition from clearing the understory is part of the long term
strategy to protect this species and promote their regeneration. The populations on Pine and Middle Ridge
were unburnt and not affected by this fire.

Ponderosa pine on Blue Ridge - the back burning operations burnt the understory but did not reach the
canopy
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Understory is completely cleared – Blue Ridge

Ponderosas after the fire went through on Blue Ridge Road
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…
Major Water Bodies at Coe
Coit and Kelly Lake had their water levels intentionally reduced this spring which lead to all the Cattails
being dried out. The fire consumed the vast majority of the aquatic vegetation at these two reservoirs which
was needed as they had become overly abundant and were choking out any competition. This was reducing
access to the water’s edge from animals and human visitors. All this vegetation will grow back but some
management is planned to keep cattails and other aquatic vegetation from becoming too dominant again.

Coit Lake

Coit Lake dam face
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Kelly Lake

Kelly Lake
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…
Mississippi Lake was at its normal high water level so the fire did not consume as much of the aquatic
vegetation. The fire did burn fairly hot up to some parts of the water’s edge, but it completely skipped over
some areas leaving it unburnt and the area is left with a mosaic of burned and unburned sections.

Mississippi Lake
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SCU Fire... Natural Resources, continued…

Mississippi Lake

Mississippi Lake
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SCU Fire - Henry Coe State Park
Park Facility Damage Assessment
By Rich Winklebleck, Park Maintenance Supervisor, California
State Parks, Diablo Range District
Roads:
Pictures taken by Susan Ferry and in holder Tim Easton. The SCU Fire has not cause any severe damage to
the road facilities. The most significant damage staff has come across was a large hole left by a burnt oak
tree on County Line Road. The root creep on the burnt out oak was extensive, and the hole is undermining
the road. Rehabilitation will be needed to be done on a number of roads. Watering, grading, and pulling back
of berms are on the priority list. Erosion control will also need to be applied in areas susceptible to heavy
run off. Another obstacle we have been contending with in regards to roads is downed trees. As we assess the
roads, we are assessing the possibility of tree failure due to fire. The current assessment is still ongoing.
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SCU Fire - Park Facility Damage, continued…
Dams: Kelly and Coit Dam
There was no structural damage to any dams in the park due to the SCU Fire. If anything, the dams
benefited from the being burnt over. The fire eliminated the large amount of vegetation that encroaches on
the dams. This was a huge help in effort to remove Tule from the water line and chaparral from the dam
faces.
Kelly Dam

Coit Dam
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SCU Fire - Park Facility Damage, continued...
Springs:
Henry Coe has over 100 springs and over half of all spring were in the area affected by the SCU Lightning
Complex Fire. We are still assessing spring but are finding that even in the low intensity burn areas we
have total loss of spring boxes. Troughs and tanks fared a bit better than spring boxes. Poly tanks had been
cleared of grasses by the volunteers, and the metal tank despite having a good amount of fuel around them
suffered no losses. Also, we haven’t found any poly troughs with any significant damage. We are still trying to
assess supply lines from spring to trough. We have miles of poly pipe in the ground and above ground. We are
unsure of there current condition of all the buried pipe but all above ground pipe has a good chance of being a
total loss. Springs rehab will likely be a ongoing project.
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SCU Fire - Park Facility Damage, continued...
Restrooms:
Restrooms fared quite well during the fire. The assessment found there was a little smoke damage to one or
two of our backcountry restrooms but there were no other issues.

Trail Markers and Road Signage:
A full assessment on trail markers has not
been completed yet. So far the Orestimba
Wilderness was hit the hardest with marker
loss. The majority of the rest that have been
assessed have taken minimal fire damage or
simply need post replacement. What little
road signage we have has not fared so well.
Most wooden post are either burned or have
been subject to collision breaking them off at
the base of the post. When the full assessment is complete. a more comprehensive report will be released.
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SCU Fire - Park Facility Damage, continued...
Repairable Structures:
A full assessment of structures that need repair is still ongoing. The most significant damage we are seeing is
mostly self-inflicted from applying Thermogel. Below is a example of what Thermogel did to the Texas Cabin
at Gilroy Hot Springs. We are also seeing similar results on the White Barn and the Ranch House at Coe HQ.
Partial and full repainting will be needed to rehab these structures.
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SCU Fire - Park Facility Damage, continued...
Seismograph Damage:
We have three seismographs located within the park. Two of the seismographs have been affected by the SCU
Fire. Below is the seismograph at Mustang Peak. It has sustained mild damage to the exterior components but
USGS will need to conduct a full assessment to determine the full extent of the damage. The seismograph at
Mount Sizer was protected very well by Cal Fire and sustained no damage.
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The Ponderosa is a quarterly publication of the Pine Ridge Association. The PRA’s mission is to enhance and
enrich the public’s experience at Henry W. Coe State Park through education and interpretation. Articles and
artwork relating to the natural history, history, and management of the park are welcome. Also, interested in
volunteering? Email Manny Pitta, mannypitta@gmail.com.
Please send submissions and ideas to the editor at: PRAnewsletter3@gmail.com
Deadline for the next issue: October 31, 2020
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